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- resentéd.atthe start in the proevaigeithm in Ges.iq3tl5:; In which God

"
'specifically predicts the bruising of the serpanVs head by one who can

N
properly be aIIed the søed of the woman-.-

Thus in these three chapters of Genesis, we have the facts given

without which no prope interpretation of our worIdwouIdbe possible, Vnd

the hope briefly given, the assurapce briefly given that God is going to
;tragic ,-

remedy the fadt results that followed from mans sin These are the

great outstanding teachings of the three chapters Whatever it teaches

4 'r4n 4
i

about other natIorc wh4e-*nirbe Important, is Incidental in comparison

with these/, practical matters that are sovitalto our / whole life and world

view.

It is easy to see that x everf In ths- vital matters neither Genesis

nor the whole Bible is complete, and entirely mehensiv It is stated±x
" : If

at the end ofJohn that/all the thinqs ft-Jesus,-did wereto be writtendown,

it might. be, questionabIe whether the whOlworldwoiild dntaixi the -books that
would

srfr be written, even the ( Iif Of our Lord esus is,iii pnI ,briefly,

and there are many important aspects of truth abou this life, i-about his character,

about his attitude, and his actions which. are not., even contained, in- the four

gospels. Not áré there other references in. the Bible. God hü given-us a

tremendous amount of truth in the Bible, but the truth is far from
the

complete. It will take f infinite mind of. the infinite God to grasp all the

truth.




Thus-we cannot expect the Bible ic to tell us everything about

God's character or about the person of Christ, or about the needs of the

salvation. . It tells annagth us sufficient for our ã needs. T'1
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